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1. Introduction

1.1 The purpose of this report is to update Sub−Committee on the changes the Council is
required to make to the current policy on the Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS)
Discretions in order to comply with the Local Government Pension Scheme (Scotland)
Regulations 2014 which came into effect on 1 April 2015.

2. Background

2.1 The Council's policy on pension discretions has been formulated in stages over the years, as
the Regulations have been revised, with the majority of current policy decisions being made
in 1998. The current policy was approved at the Policy and Resources (Human Resources)
Sub Committee on 21 February 2012. This policy requires to be reviewed to comply with the
2014 Regulations by 1 July 2015. This report seeks to explain these discretionary provisions
and makes recommendations on the exercise of these discretions as outlined below. In
addition, it is anticipated that the present discretions on added years and redundancy
compensation will be subject to further review in the course of this financial year.

3. Award Additional Pension

3.1 The regulations provide scope to award additional pension, up to a maximum of £5,000, to
current employees who are members of the LGPS or within six months of an employee
ceasing to be a member of the LGPS because of redundancy or efficiency of the service.
This discretion existed in the previous regulations and the Council took the decisions not to
exercise this discretion. As there continues to be no evident business case that would justify
the costs associated with this discretion, it is recommended that the Council maintains its
current position and does not exercise this discretion.

4. Voluntarily Fund Additional Pension Contributions

4.1 An employee who is an active member of the LGPS can elect to pay additional pension
contributions up to a maximum of £6,500. This can be done by either regular contributions or
a one off lump sum payment. These contributions can be funded in whole, or in part, by the
Council.

4.2 This discretion replaces the previous discretion on augmentation which allowed employers to
augment pensions by up to 10 years. The new LGPS is a career average scheme so there is
no longer the ability to buy added years. There is only the ability to make additional
pension contributions.

4.3 The Council had previously decided not to exercise the discretion on augmentation. In the
current economic climate, there is no sound business reason for the Council to exercise the
discretion on funding additional pension contributions for employees. It is recommended that
the Council does not exercise this discretion.



5. Flexible Retirement

5.1 Flexible retirement allows employees to receive some or all of their pension benefits, on or
after age 55, if they reduce their hours or grade. The Council can then decide to waive, in
whole or in part, any actuarial reduction on pension benefits paid on flexible retirement. This
could, however, be costly to the Council. Reducing hours or grades can also present
operational difficulties. This discretion also has the potential to be discriminatory if it is not
available to other employees who are not in the LGPS as the majority of these employees
are female.

5.2 Sub−Committee agreed at its meeting on 21 February 2012 not to exercise this discretion
due to the operational difficulties and potential costs involved. It is, therefore, recommended
that the Council maintains the earlier position and does not exercise this discretion.

6. Whether to Waive All or Part of Any Actuarial Reduction in Various Circumstances

6.1 The pension regulations allow employers to waive any actuarial reduction on pension
benefits paid early to active members of the LGPS or to those with deferred benefits on the
following grounds:

• Compassionate grounds
• Employee voluntarily draws pension benefits before normal retirement other than on

the grounds of flexible retirement

6.2 The Council can only waive the actuarial reduction on pension benefits employees have
accrued in the previous scheme (pre 1 April 2015) on compassionate grounds. The actuarial
reduction on benefits accrued after April 2015 can be waived on any grounds. The Council
has previously taken the view that it would not have a general policy of waiving an
actuarial reduction but may do so if there is a sound business case or on compassionate
grounds with each individual case being judged on its own merits. It is recommended the
Council maintains this position in regard to this discretion.

7. Whether or not to apply the Rule of 85

7.1 The rule of 85 is where an employee's age plus years of service equal 85 for employees who
wish to voluntarily draw benefits on or after age 55 and before age 60. If the Council applies
the rule of 85, the Council would have to meet any strain on the fund cost incurred by paying
pension benefits before age 60. If it is not applied, the strain on the fund cost would be met
by the employee via an actuarial reduction on their pension. It is recommended that the
Council does not have a general policy of applying the 85 year rule for an employee
voluntarily drawing benefits on or after age 55 and before age 60, with employer consent, bul
will consider such requests on a case by case basis.

8. The Revised Policy

8.1 The revised pensions discretions policy is attached as Appendix 1. In accordance with advice
from the Strathclyde Pension Fund Office (SPFO), the revised policy has been split into three
sections for the following regulations and categories of pension scheme member:

• 2015 new regulations in relation to post 31 March 2015 active members and post 31 March
2015 leavers

• 2009— 2015 regulations in relation to scheme members who ceased active membership on
or after 01 April 2009 and before 01 April 2015

• Pre 2009 − 1998 regulations under the Local Government Pension Scheme (Scotland)
Regulations 1998 (as amended) in relation to pre 01 April 2009 scheme leavers.



8.2 The proposed policy sets out some comments to assist clarification of any changes or
distinction from the current policy. Overall, there are not any significant changes. The format
of the document is that recommended by the SPFO and the text, by necessity, reflects the
actual wording in the Regulations.

9. Consultation

9.1 The trade unions have been consulted on the proposals.

10. Recommendation

10.1 It is recommended that Sub−Committee approves the revised policy on pension discretions,
as outlined in Appendix 1.

gkikv)

/ Head of Human Resources
Enc.



Appendix I

North Lanarkshire Council Pensions Discretions Policy
Statement LGPS 2015

Employer: NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL

Lead officer (for any questions): Theresa Wade

Contact details of lead officer: wadet(änorthlan.gov.uk tel: 01698 302593

Date of policy statement:

Date for review:

We are aware of our obligations under:

• regulation 58 of SSI 2014 No. 164, the LGPS (Scotland) Regulations 2014
• paragraph 2(2) of Schedule 2 to the LGPS (Transitional Provisions and Savings)

(Scotland) Regulations 2014
• regulation 61 of the Local Government Pension Scheme (Administration) (Scotland)

Regulations 2008 (in respect of leavers between 1 April 2009 and 31 March 2015)
• regulation 105 of the Local Government Pension Scheme (Scotland) Regulations 1998 (in

respect of leavers between 1 April 1998 and 31 March 2009

Table 1 details our discretions from 01 April 2015 in relation to post 31 March 2015 active
members and post 31 March 2015 leavers.

Table 2 details our discretions in relation to scheme members who ceased active membership on
or after 01 April 2009 and before 01 April 2015.

Table 3 details our discretions under the Local Government Pension Scheme
(Scotland) Regulations 1998 (as amended) in relation to pre 01 April 2009 scheme leavers.

Table 4 details our discretions under the Local Government (Discretionary Payments and Injury
Benefits) (Scotland) Regulations 1998 (as amended).



TABLE I

The following table details our discretions from 01/04/15 in relation to post 31/03/15 active
members and post 31/03/15 leavers, being discretions under:

− the Local Government Pension Scheme (Scotland) Regulations 2014 [prefix R]

− the Local Government Pension Scheme (Transitional Provisions and Savings) (Scotland)
Regulations 2014 [prefix TP]

Regulation Discretion Employer's policy on Comments
the exercise of this
discretion

R16(2)(e) & Whether, to contribute towards North Lanarkshire This option was available
I I I 6(4)(d) the cost of a member purchasing Council will not in the old regulations but

additional pension via a Shared normally fund a Shared was not referred to as a
Cost Additional Pension Cost Additional Pension shared cost option as the
Contribution Contribution when an employer would pay

active member enters alongside the employee
voluntarily into an to buy back the service.
Additional Pension As there is no service
Contribution (APC) accrued in a Career
arrangement. Average Revalued

Earnings (CARE) scheme
i.e. the pension scheme
effective from 1 April
2015, employees can
choose to purchase an
APC currently up to the
value of £6,500.
(This replaces the
previous discretion on
augmentation)

R29(6) & Whether all or some benefits can North Lanarkshire No change from current
TPII(2) be paid if an employee reduces Council will not exercise policy.

their hours or grade on or after this discretion.
age 55 (flexible retirement)

R29(8) and Whether to waive, in whole or in North Lanarkshire No change from current
TPSch 2, para part, any actuarial reduction on Council will not exercise policy.
2(1) benefits paid on flexible this discretion.

retirement.
Note: any resultant strain cost
from the exercise of this
discretion will be charged to
the employer regardless of the
member's age at date of
retirement.

R29(8) and Whether to waive on North Lanarkshire No change from current
TPSch 2, para compassionate grounds, in whole Council will not generally policy.
2(1) or in part, any actuarial reduction waive the actuarial

on benefits paid early to active or reduction applied to
deferred members benefits paid which a
Note: any resultant strain cost member voluntarily draws
from the exercise of this before normal pension
discretion will be charged to age. North Lanarkshire
the employer regardless of the Council may consider
member's age at date of waiving the actuarial
retirement. reduction on

compassionate grounds.
Each case will be
considered on its
individual merits and



what constitutes
compassionate grounds
may vary in each case.
Financial hardship of
itself will not be
considered as
compassionate grounds.

R29(8) Whether to waive, in whole or in North Lanarkshire No change from current
part, actuarial reduction on Council will not generally policy which referenced
benefits which a member waive the actuarial early payment of benefits
voluntarily draws before normal reduction applied to from age 50/55 and
pension age, other than on the benefits paid early. North before age 60.
grounds of flexible retirement Lanarkshire Council may The new regulations
(where the member only has post consider exercising that allow members to request
31/3/15 membership) discretion where it can be early payment of benefits
Note: any resultant strain costs justified in terms of a on or after age 55.
due to the exercise of this sound business case or
discretion will be charged to where other exceptional (n.b. the proposed policy
the employer regardless of the circumstances arise that position is based on
employee's age. make payment of those wording from the SPFO

benefits justifiable. Each pro forma on discretions)
case will be considered
on its individual merits.

TPSch 2, Whether to apply the 85 year rule North Lanarkshire This is a new discretion.
paras 1(2) and (i.e. where a member's age and Council will not have a Employees aged 55 or
2(1) years of service equals 85) for a general policy of applying over can now request to

member voluntarily drawing the 85 year rule for a access their pension
benefits, with employer consent, member voluntarily benefits before age 60
on or after age 55 and before age drawing benefits, with provided they meet the
60 (other than on the grounds of employer consent, on or rule of 85.This can only
flexible retirement). after age 55 and before happen with the

age 60 but will consider employer's consent.
requests on a case by Although this discretion
case basis. Where the has always existed, the
Council does not apply employer now has the
the rule of 85, the choice of applying the 85
member's pension will be year rule or not. If the
actuarially reduced to employer does apply the
cover the strain on the 85 year rule then the
fund cost. Where the employer will meet the
Council does apply the strain on the fund cost. If
rule of 85 the Council will the employer does not
meet the strain on the apply the 85 year rule,
fund cost. but agrees the employee

can access their pension
benefits early, the
employee would meet the
strain on the fund cost via
an actuarial reduction to
their pension.

TP3(1), TPSch Whether to waive, in whole or in North Lanarkshire This is a new discretion.
2, para 2(1) part, any actuarial reduction on Council will not have a In cases where the

pre and post April 2015 benefits general policy of waiving Council does not apply
which a member voluntarily draws any actuarial reduction the 85 year rule the
before normal pension age other on pre and post April member's pension will be
than on the grounds of flexible 2015 benefits which a reduced for the period
retirement (where the member member voluntarily draws the member elects to
has both pre 1/4/15 and post before normal pension receive their pension and
31/3/15 membership and is age but will consider age 60 e.g. member
subject to the 85 year rule) requests on a case by aged 58 meeting the rule

case basis. of 85 will have an
actuarial reduction of 2
years on their pension.



Although the discretion
states the member
'voluntarily' draws their
pension, employer
consent is still
required.
(This is different from the
scheme in England and
Wales where employees
can draw their pension
early without the
employer's consent.)

TP3(1), TPSch Whether to waive on North Lanarkshire The Council has the
2, para 2(1) compassionate grounds any Council will not generally option to waive the
and B30(5) actuarial reduction on pre April waive the actuarial actuarial reduction on pre

2015 benefits and to waive, in reduction applied to April 2015 benefits only
whole or in part, any actuarial benefits paid which a on compassionate
reduction on post April 2015 member voluntarily draws grounds for those who
benefits which a member before normal pension were not members of the
voluntarily draws before normal age. North Lanarkshire Scheme at 1 December
pension age other than on the Council may consider 2006. The Council can
grounds of flexible retirement waiving the actuarial waive the actuarial
(where the member has both pre reduction on pre April reduction on post April
1/4/15 and post 31/3/15 2015 benefits on 2015 benefits on any
membership and is not subject to compassionate grounds. grounds.
the 85 year rule) Each case will be

considered on its
individual merits and
what constitutes
compassionate grounds
may vary in each case.
Financial hardship of
itself will not be
considered as
compassionate grounds.
North Lanarkshire
Council will not have a
general policy of waiving
the actuarial reduction on
post April 2015 benefits.
Each case will be
considered on a case by
case basis taking into
account the interests of
the business or any
compassionate grounds.

R30 Whether to grant additional North Lanarkshire No change from current
pension to an active member or Council will not grant policy.
within 6 months of ceasing to be additional pension to an
an active member by reason of active member or within
redundancy or business efficiency 6 months of ceasing to
(by up to £5,000 p.a.) be an active member by

reason of redundancy or
business efficiency (by
up to £5,000p.a.)



Glossary of terms for the April 2015 scheme

NPA Normal Pension Age means the employee's State Pension age at the time the
employment is terminated, but with a minimum age of 65

APC Additional Pension Contribution currently up to a maximum of £6,500 can be bought
by a member either by a one off payment or by a lump sum

SCAPC Shared Cost Additional Pension Contribution is where the employer agrees to
contribute to the cost of an additional pension contribution being made by an
employee

CARE The pension scheme is now a Career Average Revalued Earnings Scheme. It is still
a defined benefit scheme but benefits built up from 1 April 2015 are worked out
using the member's pay each scheme year rather than final salary.

TABLE 2
The following table details our discretions in relation to scheme members who ceased active
membership on or after 01/04/09 and before 01/04/15, being discretions under:

− the Local Government Pension Scheme (Benefits, Membership and Contributions) (Scotland)
Regulations 2008 (as amended) [prefix B]

Regulation Discretion Employer's Policy on the Comments
exercise of this discretion

B12 Whether, for a member leaving on North Lanarkshire Council No change to
the grounds of redundancy or will not augment membership current policy.
business efficiency on or before 31 of a scheme member who
March 2015, to augment ceased active membership
membership (by up to 10 years). on or after 1 April 2009 and
The resolution to do so would before 1 April 2015 by up to
have to be made within 6 months of 10 years.
the date of leaving. Hence this
discretion is spent entirety after 30

2015
B30(2) Whether to grant application for North Lanarkshire Council Current policy

early payment of benefits on or will not have a general policy applies to both
after age 50/55 and before age 60 of granting early payment of active and deferred

deferred benefits on or after members. This
age 50/55 and before age 60 discretion now only
but requests will be applies to deferred
considered on members,
compassionate grounds on a therefore, requests
case by case basis. will only be
Financial hardship of itself considered on
will not be considered as compassionate
compassionate grounds. grounds.



TABLE 3

The following table details our discretions under the Local Government Pension Scheme
(Scotland) Regulations 1998 (as amended) in relation to pre 01/04109 scheme leavers.

Regulation Discretion Employer's policy on the Comments
exercise of this
discretion

30(2) Grant application from a post North Lanarkshire Council No change from
31/03/98 I pre 01/04/09 leaver will not have a general current policy.
for early payment of benefits on or policy of granting early
after age 50 and before age 60 payment of benefits on or

after age 50/55 and before
age 60 to a post 31 March
1998/ pre 1 April 2009
leaver, but will consider
requests on a case by
case basis. North
Lanarkshire Council will
only exercise this
discretion to employees
based on compassionate
grounds. Financial
hardship of itself will not be
considered as
compassionate grounds.

30 (5) Waive, on compassionate grounds, North Lanarkshire Council No change from
the actuarial reduction applied to will not generally waive the current policy.
benefits paid early for a post actuarial reduction applied
31/03/98 I pre 01/04/09 leaver Note: to benefits paid early under
any resultant strain cost from the regulation B30(2) above.
exercise of this discretion will be North Lanarkshire Council
charged to the employer may consider waiving the
regardless of the member's age at actuarial reduction on
date of retirement compassionate grounds.

Each case will be
considered on its individual
merits and what
constitutes compassionate
grounds may vary in each
case. Financial hardship
of itself will not be
considered as
compassionate grounds.

30 (7A) Pre 01/04/09 optants out only to get North Lanarkshire Council No change from
benefits paid from Normal will only agree to benefits current policy.
Retirement Date (NRD) if employer being paid to pre 01 04 09
agrees optants out from NRD

where no strain on the
fund cost is incurred.



TABLE 4

The following table details our discretions under the Local Government (Discretionary Payments and
Injury Benefits) (Scotland) Regulations 1998 (as amended)

D 4 (1) Power to increase statutory North Lanarkshire Council No change from
redundancy payments above will increase statutory current policy.
statutory weekly pay limit redundancy payments

above the statutory weekly
pay limit and base these on
the amount of the full
weekly pay.

D 8(1) Decision on whether to award North Lanarkshire Council No change from
compensatory added years to an will award compensatory current policy.
individual on retirement on efficiency added years to either a
/ redundancy Grounds maximum of 6 2/3 or 10

years, depending on the
individual's age and length
of pensionable service.

D 35 Decision to award up to 104 weeks North Lanarkshire Council No change from
compensation instead of will not exercise the current policy.
compensatory added years discretion to award up to

104 weeks instead of
compensatory added
years.
North Lanarkshire Council
will award up to a
maximum of 66 weeks
compensation instead of
compensatory added
years.


